The scattering of resonant radiation on an excited atom is considered. It is shown that the scattering cross section calculated with the help of quantum theory of radiation is five times larger than the one calculated using semi-classical theory. The quantum theory predicts, in general, the change in internal quantum statistical properties of light due to the scattering processes on excited atoms.
Introduction
The quantum excited systems possess remarkable properties. They manifest themselves most prominently in lasers and masers, which were created in the middle of the last century. The theory of these devices was elaborated by W. Lamb [1] on the base of a semi classical theory of radiation which deals with classical electromagnetic field. Later the quantum theory was proposed [2] . It is possible to state omitting the fluctuations properties that both the semi classical and the quantum theories result practically in the same results for quantum means values. Such a fact resulted in overestimation of the applicability of the semi-classical theory. In 1966 year, Ch. Koester predicted the effect of light enhancement [3] by selective reflection of resonant radiation from excited media. All efforts of quantitative explaining this effect on the base of semi-classical theory of radiation discussed in monograph [4] were unsuccessful [5, 6] . It was shown later that quantum field theory should be used instead [7] , but the mathematically problems on this way occurred very difficult [8] . The consequences of such a theory manifest themselves on a macroscopic level. The correct description of stimulated radiation plays an especial role when the resonant reflection of light from excited media is considered. Nevertheless, there are recent works [9] which make use the semiclassical theory and Fresnel's formulae to describe the reflection of light from enhanced media.
Much attention has been paid recently to the effect of the enhanced transmission of light through the metallic films [10, 11] . There is no agreement between theory and experiment. It is believed that the enhancement of radiation may be explained through the interaction of light with induced standing surface-plasmon waves. Thus we deal with effects of stimulate radiation, which means that one should use the quantum field theory.
Examples shown above made us revise the theory of resonant radiation scattering on excited systems. The conventional perturbation technique is not adequate to describe the resonant scattering and it is necessary to sum up (Dyson summation) the infinitely long subsets of Feynman's ladder diagrams. It was V. Weisskopff and E. Wigner who constructed such a theory for the first time by considering the interaction of resonant radiation with atomic systems [12] . Such a summation of Feynman's diagram proved to be useful for the shape of spectrum line of resonant radiation and effects of resonant light scattering on non excited systems. The difficulties emerge in the theory of combined resonant scattering processes when one of the photons after stimulation emission of excited atom undergoes of elastic scattering on the ground state of the same atom. Such combined scattering is non-analytic in charge. The summation of the Feynman's diagrams like this one is not performed up to now [8] . We propose indirect way to estimate this sum.
Present work demonstrates insufficiency WeisskopffWigner's method and Dyson's method of summation Feynman's ladder diagrams for the calculations the cross-sections of light scattering on resonant excited systems and failure of semi-classical theory of radiation.
Let the resonant radiation scatters on some system the initial state of which in interaction representation is described by wave function 0 
Consider electromagnetic field as a transverse one ( 1, 2)   
Now it is non difficult to see that
Thus ˆ E proposes the opportunity to estimate  
2N
 E from below. The validity of obtained inequality does not depend on particular quantum state on which the averaging is performed and does nothing to do with perturbation theory. But if such inequality is applied to each term of right hand site of
We find that 
The last formula can be rewritten in as
That stresses the importance of the coherent scattering channel when the scattered light is not classical and.
Inequality (4) allows to estimate
can be calculated using the conventional semi-classical theory operating with non quantum electromagnetic field.
The calculation
can be performed using only the coherent scattering channel. Even in extensive media such procedure may be performed with the help of wave functions [14] . Thus one can avoid of matrix density formalism specific for non coherent scattering channel.
Principal Equations
Let the electromagnetic field scatters on an atom situated at a point with radius-vector R and for the sake of simplicity possesses only one orbital electron with coordinate r . Let the atom possesses only two energy levels. 
are the Hamiltonian of the non-interacting atoms and an interaction Hamiltonian in Schroedinger representation. Than
The following communitation relations are assumed ˆ;
for the electron creation operator ˆj b  and annihilation operator ˆj b in the state described by wave function j  .
The particular form of communication relations in our case of one electron in the atom does not play any role. By ( ) U  r R we denote the potential energy of atom electron. The Einstein summation rule is assumed over all repeating indices  throughout the paper. The Hamiltonian of free electromagnetic field and vector-potential operator are as follows
In order to realize the calculation project mentioned in introduction we switch to the interaction representation with the help of unitary operator
In this picture 
Coherent Scattering Channel
Suppose that the initial state of the field was described by 
We are interested in the radiation amplitude after scattering in second order of perturbation technique. The problem of Feynman's diagrams summation will be discussed below. In Equation (5) it is sufficient to consider the sum
If the photon scatters in the coherent channel then the atom rests in initial state. So in second order of perturbation technique we are interested in the construction
We change the time-ordering product of the atom operators by the normal ordering one. For the scattering operator (2) S we get
where ˆA T is the time-ordering operator acting only on the electromagnetic field operators and
If the atom undergoes the action of external random fields the finite width of its energy levels can be taken into account by replacing the term 0 i  by / 2 j i  with the same sign because it is governed by the causality principle. The same result follows from summing up (Dyson summation) the ladder Feynman`s diagrams for excited atoms due to their interaction with electromagnetic vacuum. For the same reason formula (8) can be written as 1
without specifying the value j  . We take into account that, is not the operator function. The first term in (9) does not play any role in electromagnetic field scattering process. Finitely
The right hand side terms of this equality are responsible on scattering processes of electromagnetic field by both the non excited atom and excited one.
Scattering on Non-Excited Atom
Substituting (6) and (8) into Equation (10) and taken the limit t   , we find   
j one denote here the quantum number of initial state of atom. In dipole approximation
The limit t   is not necessary but it makes the calculations simpler. According to (7) we need to calculate the construction
Let us use the following equalities connecting any smooth function ( ) f k and limits V  ,   r R   
Scattering on Excited Atom
The second term in Equation (10) 
If one takes into account the width of atom's energy level in state described by 
Non Coherent Scattering Channel
The second order perturbation technique gets
Or by taken into account only the scattering processes we have in explicit form
Following the procedures described in part 3.1 we have
If we take into account the finite width of atom energy level than in formula (13) it is necessary to change 
Semi-Classical Theory of Radiation
The set equations for field operators ( ) x
This set equations is equivalent to the one mentioned at part 3. Now 
We are interested in the second order perturbation expansion. This mean that the ( ) x   operator has be evaluated in the first order of perturbation technique
Substituting (16) and (17) into (15) 
For the mean values, the same result can be obtained either by averaging (18) n n e x a e p p e e cc mc ck i
The upper sign describes the scattering of electromagnetic field on the non-excited atom while the low one describes the scattering on excited atom. One should take into account the width of atomic energy level by replacing in dominator 0
By comparing Equation (19) with Equations (11) and (14) we find that in the approximation we used both the quantum theory and the semi-classical theory result in the same expressions for the scattered amplitude ( ) x  A . Namely the necessary coinciding in such results leads to the equality of constants  in Formulas (19), (11) and (14) .
Bilinear Field Charasteristics
In this part we are interesting in the following construction shown in introduction
In order to calculate this value in forth order of perturbation expansion it should use the Formula (3). But it is not worth to do it. The strait calculation shows that for resonant field scattering 
Such contradiction was found before in Reference [25] where different model has been considered. In order to reconstruct the positive definition of the non-coherent channel using perturbation set it is necessary to average the product ˆ( ) ( ) rödinger representation or with interaction representation, which give additional opportunities to sum up the Feynman diagrams. The letter representations allow us to present the scattering process with the help of two components: coherent (elastic) and non-coherent. Such components could be evaluated independently. The analysis of non-coherent channel shows that the Dyson's summation of ladder Fynman's diagrams by scattering of resonant electromagnetic field on excited atoms is not sufficient. Other summation methods are very unwieldy [8] .
In present work we propose the simple method of estimation from below the results of the non-coherent scattering channel. As a result we find that the semi-classical theory of radiation essentially underestimates the cross section of resonance scattering. The quantum theory in its turn shows the violation of equality ˆˆN    E E ˆ  E E in scattered radiation even if such equality took place in the incident electromagnetic field. So the quantum theory results in a change of quantum statistical structure of electromagnetic field due to scattering. This can not be obtained with the help of semi-classical theory of radiation. This change of internal quantum field structure by its scattering on excited atom manifests itself on macroscopic level. Namely such effect makes impossible using here the semi-classical theory of radiation.
